
PMS5DB MINI SPEAKER 
Enjoy Music 

Introduction 

Please take 8 few moments to read through this 
manual to gain important infonnation about using 
the Pop Up Speaker. 

This portable speaker has a compact casing with an 
innovative opening and closing design that provides 
extra bass resonance. When closed, treble sounds will be enhanced and when open, bass sounds are enhanced. 
Its palm size is convenient for carrying and outdoor 
use. 

W�h the latest technology built-In rechargeable Uthlum 
ion battery. the speaker greatly amplifies sound. A 
high fidelity speaker gives crystal clear audio. 

The speaker is equipped with a standard audio Jack to 
connect to many devices such as a PC, laptop. iPod, MP3 
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output socket ( such as those used for earphones). 

Charge the speaker by connecting the USB cable to any 
USB port on a PC, laptop or DC charger. The high 
capacity battery allows for long play time even at loud 
volumes. 

This Pop Up Speaker allows you to appreciate music from 
your audio device without requiring extra wires for power. 
Share your music with those around you wherever you are: 
at home, on outings or even while you walk. 

INCLUDED ITEMS 

Q! Pop Up Speaker 

Q! USB charging/audio data retractable cable 

Q! User Guide 

RUN TIME 

• The battery discharge time will depend on the play 
volume. 

• Typical run time values for medium volume are 
approximately 8 hours and loud volume 2 hours. 

SPEAKER FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 
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Accow Accow CharginglheSpeaker u s':o� USB Connection LED 

Separate the Two Speakers 
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Connect theUSBplug toaUSBporton computers,laptopsandotherUSBcharging 
port on ACIDC adaptors and chargers 

Laptop 

Connect ToAudio Source 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Power output: 2.2W 
Speaker: D( 36mm ) 
SNR" 89dB 
Uthium ion battery voltage: 3.7V 
Uthium ion battery input voltage: 5V 
Charge voltage: 4.2V 
Battery capacity: 300mAH Dimensions :0( 52mm ) x H( � 35-64mm ) 
Operating temperature: O°C-40°C 
Net weight: sag 
Charge time: 2.5 hours ( DC5V), 4 hours ( USB ) 
Runtime: 8 hours ( medium volume), 2 hours ( loud volume ) 
Battery life cycle: 300-500 times 

..&. WARNINGS 

Charge and operate only as indicated in this manual as improper use 
may result In damage to the product or Injury. 
Do not exceed the volume of the speaker as it may cause permanent 
damage. 
Do not expose this product to damp, wet or high temperature areas. 

Do not short out this product or disassemble by yourself to avoid 
danger or shocks. 
Do not insert any objects into the sound box. 
Keep out of reach of children and maintain supervlslon If young 
children are using. 
Avoid over-extendlng the speaker and cable. Do not pull the speaker and cable with force . 
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